Every Dog: A Book of Over 450 Breeds packs a lot of information. Illustrations, text, charts, tables and icons make it an ideal reference for all dog lovers, who will enjoy flipping through the pages. The over 450 breeds are thoroughly researched and represent canines from around the world. They range from rare breeds for the dog lover that wants something different, to the favorite breeds that make for a reliable choice. There are ancient breeds and modern breeds, including the "designer dogs" that have become so popular in recent years. ...more. The over 450 breeds are organized Unlike other best dog training books on this list, this manual provides more of an understanding of the why and how of dog training rather than the â€œhow to.â€ While I don’t recommend this book for newcomers to learn how to train dogs per se, it’s useful for any dog owner to keep these things in mind and it’s definitely a must-read for anyone looking to understand more about their dog’s motivation. If you are interested in training a working dog, this handbook offers a great starting point and covers basic commands and advanced obstacle course navigation tips. READ NEXT: 25 Best Books Every Dog Owner Must Read. Want to share this? Find the complete Dog Breed Handbooks book series listed in order. Great deals on one book or all books in the series. Free US shipping on orders over $10. Related Series: 101 Essential Tips, Howell reference books. The Dog Breed Handbooks book series by multiple authors includes books Dogs (Mini Fact Finders), The Whippet Handbook - Giving the Early and Contemporary History of the Breed, Its Show Career, Its Points and Breeding (a Vintage Dog Books Breed Cla, German Shepherds, and several more. See the complete Dog Breed Handbooks series book list in order, box sets or omnibus editions, and companion titles. 10 Books. Dogs (Mini Fact Finders). Ulrich Klever. Out of Stock. Find great deals on eBay for dog breeds books. Shop with confidence. The Handbook of Dog Breeds: Dog Care, Digby, Very Good Book. Pre-owned. EUR 3.31. From United Kingdom. Buy it now. + EUR 22.15 postage. SPOZNSO3REJRDSSMKQ57.